The ocean is electromagnetically coupled with the Earth System. This results in momentum transfer, as well as a participation by the ocean in the Earth's observable electric and mag netic fields. The coupling is typically quite weak and quantitative analyses indicate that many of these connections may be discounted when considering the transfer of momentum. But because of systematic effects there are also cases where an immediate discount is not justified and electromagnetic transfer of ocean momentum should remain within the realm of consideration. For practical considerations, even if the coupling is weak these effects are phenomenologically important because the electric and magnetic fields associated with this coupling offer an observational means for inferring the ocean flow. While in situ measure ments of the electric field have long been used to measure ocean transport, new opportunities for remote sensing ocean flow through ground and space magnetic observatories are now be ing considered. In this article a brief update of the status of these observational methods is given. Extending beyond these established elements of the ocean's electromagnetic involve ment, an attempt is made to provide a quantitative discussion of lesser considered elements of the ocean's electromagnetic coupling with the mantle and fluid core.
INTRODUCTION
As early as the experiments of Michael Faraday it could be inferred that the Earth com prises an electromagnetic system, a system that interacts with the Earth's system of material momentum. Phenomenologically, the Earth's electromagnetic and material momentum sys tems are coupled; there is continuous energy exchange between material kinetic energy and the electric currents/electromagnetic fields permeating the Earth System. The angular mo mentum of the core, mantle, ocean, and atmosphere, for example, are electromagnetically coupled, with the expected tendency for relative rotation between these elements to be re duced by these electromagnetic forces. But the efficiency of the coupling (i.e., the time scale for momentum transfer) depends on material parameters such as electrical conductiv ity that vary by about eighteen orders of magnitude within the Earth System, likely leaving aspects of this coupling to be phenomenologically unimportant and unobserved.
Formulatively, the coupling is apparent when the "coupling" terms are retained in the gov erning equations for the momentum dynamics and the electrodynamics and the two systems of equations must be solved simultaneously. But there are also cases where the "coupling" is, somewhat oxymoronically, one directional. Outside of the core and below the upper at mosphere, it is typically the case that the electromagnetic energy density is much smaller than the energy density associated with the momentum in the material. This disparity is an important consideration when considering the electrodynamics and electromagnetic coupling in the ocean. A very small fraction of the flow kinetic energy converts into an appreciable fraction of the electromagnetic energy density. From this, one may expect that the elec tromagnetic forces on the material are negligible over short time scales as they would have to act for a very long time to transfer enough momentum to the material to alter its momentum balance.
The participation of ocean flow in the Earth's electromagnetic system then appears as follows: the ocean flow interacts with the Earth's main magnetic field to generate secondary electric currents and electric and magnetic fields; and through electromagnetic coupling, the ocean may pass momentum to other elements of the Earth System with subsequent additional electromagnetic effects (see Fig. 1 ). The first element is of interest because it offers a new potential for monitoring ocean flow through remote observations of the ocean flow generated magnetic fields. Progress on this element shall be reviewed in the next section. The second element, the passage of momentum to other components of the Earth System through electromagnetic coupling, has received little attention because simple estimates show the coupling should be quite weak. But there are nonetheless interesting considerations that can be made when considering long timescales, and these shall be discussed in section 3.
MAGNETIC REMOTE SENSING OF OCEAN FLOW
As described in the Introduction, the ocean is quite unlike the fluid core or upper atmo sphere in that the energy density of the electromagnetic field is quite small in comparison to the energy density contained in kinetic and other forms. From this energy density disparity, one may note that because momentum fluctuations are exaggerated in their manifestation in the electromagnetic field, and because the electromagnetic field can be measured within the ocean or remotely, there are immediately favorable characteristics in monitoring ocean flow through observations of the flow induced electromagnetic fields. Ocean flow is, since long, inferred from measurements of the electric field, either in the ocean (e.g., Larsen and Sanford 1985) or on land (e.g., Junge 1988) . Ocean flow also generates magnetic fields which have been measured on land (e.g., Larsen 1968; McKnight 1995; Maus and Kuvshinov 2004; Manoj et al. 2011) in the ocean (e.g., Larsen and Cox 1966; Lilley et al. 1986 ), in aeromag netic surveys (e.g., Weaver 1965) , and by satellite magnetometers (Tyler et al. 2003) . Work to infer ocean flow from aero-and satellite-magnetic surveys is highly motivated for three reasons: (1) in situ methods for monitoring the flow typically under sample the horizontal dynamical spatial scales, and conventional remote-sensing methods lack resolution of verti cally integrated flow parameters; (2) satellite data describing the Earth's magnetic field in unprecedented resolution is recently available, it is expected to continue and improve, and this data contains detectable signals describing large-scale ocean flow; (3) aeromagnetic sur veys may feasibly retrieve information about meso-scale ocean variability which is currently a limiting factor in all ocean/climate models.
Within the last decade the Earth's magnetic field has been observed in unprecedented spatial resolution by spaceborne magnetometers (i.e., the low-Earth orbiting Oersted launched in 1999; CHAM and SAC-C launched in 2000) and this trend toward high-precision sur veys of the geomagnetic field from space are expected to continue with the launch of Swarm (Haagmans 2005) by the European Space Agency in November 2013. In fact, an objective in Swarm is to surpass the unprecedented resolution gained from these recent space borne surveys and deliver magnetic signals descriptive of ocean flow and climate changes. Swarm will be the most sophisticated magnetic observatory to date as it shall consist of three coordinated satellites -two orbiting at 450 km altitude, and one at 550 km -which shall provide both direct and differential observations of the Earth's vector magnetic field. The improved observational base of the Earth's magnetic field, through allowing improved models of the geomagnetic field, improves the signal-to-noise ratio associated with remain ing ocean flow magnetic signals. The nature and sources of the other signals confounding extraction of the ones due to ocean flow depend on the temporal periods considered. At periods of a few days and shorter, magnetic fields due to electric currents in the ionosphere and magnetosphere are typically larger than those generated by ocean flow. These external components might be separated from the internal ones (e.g., those generated by ocean flow) in a spherical-harmonic expansion, or by fitting the external sources to prescribed base func tions involving a reduced number of parameters (e.g., Olsen et al. 2010) . One may note that these external magnetic fields excite, however, electric currents (and associated mag netic fields) in the ocean and near-surface earth. The external magnetic fields Fig. 1 . A simple example of an electromagnetic coupling involving the ocean: a surface intensified ocean gyre involves strong flow u in the surface mixed layer which interacts (through the Lorentz term u × F) with the Earth's main magnetic field F to generate electric currents J and associated magnetic fields b. Electric currents close through the lower ocean, mantle, and core, coupling these layers and transferring momentum from the surface flow to the lower layers. thereby excite their own internal components, leading to an additional challenge in separating the oceanic signals. The external signals and their excited internal component are of course related in a predictable way (e.g., Kuvshinov 2008) and it is clear that prospects for extracting the ocean-flow signals improve with better observational coverage and improved geomagnetic field modeling.
A second development aiding the identification of the ocean-flow signals in the magnetic record is the use of theory and numerical simulation to determine predictable aspects of the expected oceanic signals that can be used statistically in identifying (separating/extracting) these signals in the magnetic record. Much of this is based in earlier work aimed primarily at exploiting the in situ electric field and involves calculations for idealized cases (important early references include Longuet-Higgins et al. 1954; Cox et al. 1971; Sanford 1971; Larsen 1973; Podney 1975; Chave 1983) . Toward more realistic descriptions with focus on the magnetic field, Stephenson and Bryan (1992) performed the first numerical calculations of the electric and magnetic fields generated by global ocean model circulation. This was immediately followed by a series of studies that have reiterated the earlier findings and included theoretical and numerical extensions. Tyler and Mysak (1995) , Tyler et al. (1997a, b) included theoretical and numerical descriptions of the stronger toroidal component of the magnetic field within the three-dimensional (3-D) global ocean, and Tyler et al. (1999) described the expected satellite-altitude magnetic signal associated with global ocean circulation. By now, simulations using a diversity of ocean model circulation and at least two substantially different numerical schemes for calculating the flow generated magnetic fields have shown basic agreement on the amplitudes and patterns of the ocean circulation generated magnetic fields at the sea surface and satellite altitudes, and have improved understanding of the effects of model resolution in these predictions as well as the expected temporal variability [see Glazman and Golubev (2005) , Manoj et al. (2006) , Kuvshinov (2008) for recent reviews, and further references included below]. The amplitude of the magnetic fields due to the steady component of circulation, while 10 -100 nT within the ocean, is typically 1 -10 nT at the sea surface and a few nT at an altitude of 500 km. These small amplitudes fall within that of lithospheric and crustal magnetic anomalies and are presently difficult to distinguish.
Even the temporally varying components, while surely distinct from lithospheric/crustal components, have remained elusive because of the small signal-to-noise ratio of the expected oceanic magnetic signals and because more work is needed to determine the signatures of these oceanic magnetic signals so that an extraction is possible. In the case where the signature is very predictable (e.g., tides) a successful extraction has already been performed; In Tyler et al. (2003) , the magnetic field due to the predominant M 2 tide were numerically calculated and correctly predicted the global distribution in phase and amplitude of the M 2 signal which was then derived independently from satellite magnetic observations. In unpublished work, the author has found that with even a simplistic inversion scheme (based on flow divergence), the primary pattern of the global tides can be recovered from the synthetic magnetic data (i.e., the magnetic fields calculated from the model tides). Kuvshinov et al. (Vennerstrom et al. 2005 ) using also a simplistic inversion scheme (based on flow rotation) demonstrate feasibility in inverting synthetic magnetic signals to recover large-scale ocean circulation. It has also been shown in the three different simulations in Vivier et al. (2004) that an important variable in ocean/climate research, the fluctuating strength of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) transport, can be easily inferred from space-borne magnetometers-provided the relatively weak ACC signal can be extracted from competing signals in the record. Tsunami sea-surface height and transport can in principle be inferred from aero-, satellite-, and seafloor-magnetic observations (Tyler 2005) . While there has indeed been some recent success in this Manoj et al. 2011; Toh et al. 2011; Utada et al. 2011; V. Klausner, pers. comm.) , the inference involves only basic amplitude consistency comparisons that do not yet demonstrate feasibility. In addition to the magnetic fields generated by the tsunami flow, the tsunami sea surface displacement also excites acoustic and gravity waves which propagate upward through the atmosphere and into the ionosphere (Kherani et al. 2006; Occhipinti and Kherani 2008; Occhipinti et al. 2013) . While the coupling through the lower atmosphere is not electromagnetic (the focus of this paper), the result is however related in that there is an excitation of electric currents in the ionosphere with associated magnetic fields caused by the ocean tsunami.
These various ocean flow signals are detectable by magnetometers but are not typically easy to identify in the record. The basic challenge is that the ocean flow magnetic fields show significant spatio-temporal overlap with the fields of other unresolved processes of similar or greater amplitude. Indeed, the successes in identifying ocean flow magnetic signals have so far occurred only in the extreme ends of either stationary (tides) or non-stationary (tsunami) processes where this overlap is minimized.
Several complimentary approaches may be used to address this issue: first, there is rapid improvement in the accuracy of models of the Earth's magnetic field and the oceanic magnetic signals must only be distinguished from the unresolved "noise", rather than the primary signals. Second, ocean flow and the generated magnetic field are constrained both by dynamics and by a variety of observations, and these constraints can be used to develop statistical tools for extracting the oceanic signals. In the case of the tides, the known fre quency provided an obvious extraction tool; a repeating signal can be averaged over its cycles to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. In the case of lower-frequency ocean flow variations, an extraction tool is not as immediate. Much is known about these lower-frequency variations, this includes dynamical constraints and observations, and the realistic descriptions given by data-assimilating ocean models which combine dynamical and observational constraints. Finally, bases functions for the ocean flow sources may be developed and used to co-estimate the oceanic contributions in magnetic field models that simultaneously fit magnetic data to multiple sources.
THE BROADER ROLE OF THE OCEAN IN THE EARTH'S ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEM
The elements of the ocean's role in the Earth's magnetic field described in the last section are firmly established and work is aimed not at the fundamental processes but rather at methodologies for connecting and exploiting these elements. There are in principle, however, other roles in which the ocean may participate electromagnetically with other components of the Earth which shall now be discussed. It is far from certain that any of these exotic elements are significant but it is also not clear that they can be dismissed in all applications. At the very least, an attempt to quantify the coupling involved is helpful.
In the Introduction we described that because only a small proportion of the oceanic energy is carried in the electric currents and electromagnetic field, the electromagnetic effects on material momentum can be ignored. In research by the author (Tyler 1995; Tyler and Sanford 1998; Tyler 2006) , a recent study (Ryskin 2009) , and results presented here, this assumption is challenged. In Tyler (2006) it was shown that while the electromagnetic Lorentz forces on the global ocean circulation are indeed weak, they are not immediately negligible as they impose systematic forces over long time scales. If other forces were to stop, the time scale for these electromagnetic forces to brake ocean flow (primarily large-scale heat transport) is about 3000 years (Tyler 2006) . Interestingly, this time scale decreases inversely with the square of the main magnetic field amplitude, such that the Earth's magnetic field could not be more than about an order of magnitude larger than its current strength before it would likely have indisputable effects on ocean transport and climate. It is also known that the magnetic field shields life from high-energy particles from space, and that the strength of the field in the geological past has typically been similar to that at present (Hulot et al. 2010) . Combining these elements, an interesting result arrives: it seems that the Earth's magnetic field has typically maintained a strength that is large enough to provide shielding but not too large as to appreciably brake oceanic heat transport and drastically affect climate. This 3000-year time scale also describes the time scale for transfer of ocean angular momentum to the mantle through electromagnetic coupling.
In another example of broader connections, Tyler (1995) pointed out that the pattern of homogenization of the radial component of the main magnetic field [as down-cast to the core-mantle boundary (CMB)] in the regions of the North Pacific and North Atlantic were consistent with diffusive entrainment of the surface core fluid by electromagnetic coupling with known circulation gyres in the oceans above. It was also pointed out that the coupling was, however, extremely weak. In Tyler and Sanford (1998) , it was estimated that systematic poleward transport in the oceans leads to weak but systematic Lorentz forces in the core. In a recent paper that received wide attention (Ryskin 2009 ) it was proposed that ocean flow is responsible for the secular variation (SV) in the Earth's magnetic field.
[The author has carefully reviewed Ryskin (2009) and while some of the supporting correlations are interesting it seems that there are several theoretical flaws in the proposed mechanism, and a more immediate problem is that it would require electric currents in the ocean that are much stronger than what has been observed.]
In the following subsections, we shall compile original elements of previous work by the author to provide quantitative estimates for the weak coupling of the ocean circulation with the mantle and fluid core. In this case, the oceans may affect the geomagnetic field over only very long time scales. The calculated oceanic forces on the core are so weak that if not for corroborating observational evidence, it would seem justifiable to assume that the effect of these forces, while systematic over long time scales, are still lost in the effects of more pervasive forces. But, as will be shown below, the pattern of core flow estimated from these oceanic forces shows correspondence with flow features derived independently from inversion of magnetic data.
There are a variety of ocean circulation models that can be used for such study and the choice will depend on the aspect of the study being addressed. Several different models have been used in the global simulations (as cited above). Regional models typically provide higher resolution and more physical realism as less of the dynamics are parameterized, and one expects then that these can be used to more robustly determine the physical relationships between the magnetic fields and other variables. But even in this case there are choices that must be carefully considered because the approach used in the dynamics and data melding (in assimilation models) are aimed at differing optimizations in satisfying dynamical and observational constraints. While some models gain improved descriptive performance by nudging toward observations or climatologies (at the sacrifice of full dynamical consistency), the goals in the magnetic applications are probably better met by models that retain con sistent dynamics. An appropriate choice for the ACC simulations, for example, is the recent ECCO-GO-DAE ocean description (Mazlof et al. 2010 ) which assimilates a comprehensive set of observations but formulatively retains full dynamical consistency. Through subsequent comparison studies with other ocean models it can be determined whether model dynamical consistency is crucial in preserving the correct physical connection with the oceanic mag netic fields. In the examples below, the ocean circulation used is the time-mean of the ECCO ocean circulation used by the author in Vivier et al. (2004) .
Ocean/Mantle Coupling
It has long been known that the Earth's angular velocity varies both in amplitude (e.g., rotation rate) and in orientation (e.g., polar motion). These variations are the manifestation of interactions among different systems of the Earth, and among the Sun-Earth-Moon system. For example, the Earth's rotation rate, perhaps represented by the length of day (LOD), varies over a wide time spectrum, with fluctuations varying over a few days to geological time scales. Past studies have indicated that the couplings between the solid Earth and the surface geophysical fluid systems (e.g., atmosphere and ocean) account for the Earth's angular velocity variation on daily to inter-annual time scales (Salstein et al. 1993; Marcus et al. 1998; Gross et al. 2003 Gross et al. , 2004 Gross et al. , 2005 Dehant et al. 2005) . Over decadal time scales and perhaps longer, the coupling between the solid mantle and the fluid outer core is thought to be the dominant mechanism for the Earth's rotation variation (e.g., Jault and Le Mouël 1993; Holme and Whaler 2001) . However, the longer period (e.g., millennium time scales) SV in the Earth's rotation is attributed to SunEarth-Moon tidal breaking, and post-glacial rebound which changes the moment of inertia of the solid Earth (e.g., Stephenson and Morrison 1995). In fact, longer period SVs in the Earth's rotation have been used to constrain the mantle viscosity (e.g., Peltier and Drummond 2010) .
For the short time scales of days to decades, studies of the contribution of oceanic dy namical processes on the Earth's rotation variation have considered the topographic coupling due to dynamical pressure at the ocean bottom, and the changes in the moment of inertia associated with ocean circulation and tides (Gross et al. 2004 (Gross et al. , 2005 Gross 2009 ). Elec tromagnetic coupling is much weaker but could be important on longer timescales, or in coupling the ocean with deeper regions; one expects a finite electromagnetic torque on the solid mantle by the ocean:
where V is the volume of the solid Earth, B and J are the magnetic field and current density, respectively. In terms of their fractions of back ground values, the ocean-generated electric currents are larger than the ocean-generated magnetic fields, and so in the integral let us presume that J is specifically driven by ocean flow, while B may be taken to be the background main field. This torque will excite rotational changes in the solid Earth, or at least systematic forces over long time scales exceeding that of geomagnetic reversals (because of invariance of the Lorentz forces to sign reversal in the magnetic field) and feasibly reaching even the geological time scales (10 -100 Myr) describing the age of ocean basins. Certainly the dominant patterns of ocean circulation (including the mid-latitude gyres, and the ACC) reflect the wind stress curl effected by basic atmospheric convective cells acting since very long.
Estimates of this torque depend very much on the electrical conductivity assumed for the mantle. But a simple result can be provided here that the readers may use together with their own conductivity assumptions to become convinced of the very small amplitude of the torque. In Fig. 2 , we show a surface map of the electric potential generated by the ocean circulation and 3-D electromagnetic model discussed in the next section. The basic amplitude and distribution of the electric potential is not overly sensitive to the conductivity assumed under the ocean so long as the resistance remains high. It is this distribution of electric potential that drives electric currents to close through paths beneath. The amplitude of the voltage difference is only of order 1 V and the associated electric field in the mantle is of order 10 -6 V m -1 . If one assumes a bulk mantle/lithosphere electrical conductivity value of 10 -3 S m -1 , say, the electric current density is then of order 10 -9 A m -2 .
Ocean/Core Coupling
It can be expected that angular momentum transferred Fig. 2 . Electric potential (V) generated using time mean of ECCO model ocean circulation.
from the ocean to the mantle can be further transferred to the fluid core through further core/mantle elec tromagnetic coupling. But there is also no doubt that a portion of the ocean-flow generated electric currents pass directly through the electrically conducting solid Earth and into the Earth's fluid core, and that the cross product of this electric current density, J, and the ambient magnetic field, B, provides an electromagnetic (Lorentz) force J × B causing accel erations in the core fluid. It is clear, however, from even a simple scaling analysis that these oceanic forces on the core should be extremely weak, which provides a partial explanation for why such electromagnetic coupling directly between the ocean and core has received little attention. Considered more carefully, however, it is possible that even these weak oceanic forces, when acting systematically over long timescales, can lead to significant effects and possibly observable consequences. Or at least neglect of this effect requires a justification involving the comparison of inherently secondorder terms and has not yet been performed. In either analyses, a quantitative description of these oceanic forces on the core is required and possible. Below we present an example of this estimate in three steps:
Step 1. Calculate ocean generated electric currents in core: Here we assume that the ocean is represented by the mean state in the ECCO ocean circulation model [the time mean of the simulations in Vivier et al. (2004) ], and that the Earth's magnetic field is represented as an axial dipole (with amplitude -6 × 10 -5 T at the surface geographic North pole). The assumption of an axial dipole used here may be regarded as one component of the present magnetic field or, more importantly, as the average form of the field over the long time scales between geomagnetic reversals (Hulot et al. 2010) . The stability of the geographic features in global ocean circulation over long time scales is less certain though initially reasonable for time scales less than those (10 -100 Myr) describing configurational changes in the ocean basins. The electric currents in 3-D spherical geometry are calculated using a version of the Model for Ocean Electro Dynamics [MOED; Tyler et al. (2004) ] configured for the quasi-static case. The domain resolution includes 70 radial layers reaching from the surface to core center, and 2-degree horizontal resolution. The 3-D electrical conductivity of the Earth is represented by an inhomogeneous surface layer comprising the layer conductance due to the ocean fluid (calculated from time averages of temperature and salinity in ECCO), and from sediment conductance calculated from sediment thicknesses and porosity estimates (as in Vivier et al. 2004) . Below the surface, the radial conductivity profile of Kuvshinov is assumed and continued below 900 km depth to include a lower mantle of 1 S m -1 , fluid core of 10 6 S m -1 , and solid inner core of 10 6 S m -1 . The radial component of the ocean generated electric current density at the CMB is shown in Fig. 3 (top left panel) .
The amplitude is of the order of one nA m -2 , which is about three orders of magnitude weaker than it is in the ocean. This confirms, first, that very little of the ocean generated electric currents reach the core. We also see that the part that does reach the core is primarily reflective of the large-scale ACC, and the mid-latitude gyres in the North Atlantic and North Pacific.
Step 2. Calculate Lorentz forces on core surface fluid: The axial dipole magnetic field at the CMB has a polar amplitude of 3.8 × 10 -4 T. The amplitude of the Lorentz forces J × B on the core fluid surface are then of the order (1 × 10 -9 A m -2 ) × (4 × 10 -4 T) = 4 × 10 -13 (kg m -3 ) (m s -2 ) which, dividing by core fluid density ~5 × 10 3 kg m -3 , shows the direct acceleration of the flow to be a meager ~10 -16 m s -2 . This can be compared with the accelerations of order 10 -12 m s -2 recently inferred from time variations in magnetic field observations (Olsen and Mandea 2008) . (One may note that these ocean generated accelerations can be greatly amplified in time dependent cases where the electric currents have not completely diffused through the core but are instead confined to a thin surface skin-depth layer.)
Step 3. Calculate core surface flow response to these oceanic Lorentz forces: It seems that there may be a stably stratified layer near the surface of the fluid core (Gubbins 2007; Helffrich and Kaneshima 2010) which would be dynamically important in such forcing, but it is not clear what dynamical assumptions should be made in estimating the core flow produced by these oceanic Lorentz forces. In the initial approach here we shall make some simplistic dynamical assumptions which are surely incomplete but provide first estimates which include only one free parameter. We assume that the core surface flow is primarily in geostrophic balance with a pressure field m * supported by the long-term convergences of the Ekman transport velocity f u J B r E # # t =^h 6 @ U associated with the oceanic electric currents J (where t is the core density and f is the Coriolis parameter). More specifically, we assume that m * is a func-
The functional relationship we choose for this example can be represented by
where r CMB is the radius to the CMB, f is the The mass density m o represents the unperturbed state of an assumed uniform/constant, thin dynamic layer below the CMB; this would be obtained by integrating fluid density radially through the thin layer. In this case, m M is viewed as a dynamical mass anomaly in the layer and specific forms for m M appropriate for a variety of linear and nonlinear dynamical layer models is described in Käse (2000a, b, 2001 ). The Lamb parameter f a c
is the squared ratio of the rotational velocity and the shallow-water wave speed c associated in this case with the first baroclinic mode. The parameter c represents an inverse time scale (non -dimensionalized by f o ) for the dynamic adjustment of the primarily geostrophic state driven by u E $ d . This time scale can be taken to represent either a Rayleigh dissipative timescale, or a time scale over which the oceanic forces in the core have been integrated. The balance in Eq. (1) is essentially an equation for the conservation of mass; in this approximation, convergence of mass by the Ekman flow is balanced by a divergence of momentum associated with small accelerations or decelerations in the geostrophic momentum. An important deficiency is that there should also be a term reflecting the divergence of momentum by long Rossby waves. This is expected to be important at least very near the Equator, but including this term would introduce at least one other free parameter to describe the unknown stratification. One can view Eq. (1) as a limiting case (appropriate for a weakly dissipative/forced, primarily geostrophic balance) of more general evolution equations for the dynamic mass anomaly m M , derivations for which are reviewed in Tyler and Käse (2001) .
The geostrophic flow velocity is
In the form m * the pressure field can be calculated by direct inversion of the discretized partial differential Eq. (1). Fig. 3 . Interaction of ocean with the long-term average (i.e., axial dipole) Earth's magnetic field. Radial component of ocean driven electric current density at CMB (top left panel), and the assumed main magnetic field at core-mantle boundary (CMB) (top right). The Lorentz forces associated with these electric currents and main field lead, according to a simplistic dynamical model described in the text, to the flow shown in the middle panel. Hence, the only free (poorly constrained) parameter needed in calculating the geostrophic flow u g using Eq. (2) is the time scale 1 c .
The pattern of flow vectors calculated in this way are shown in Fig. 3 (middle panel) and can be compared with flow vectors derived independently by A. Jackson (pers. comm.; also see Bloxham and Jackson 1991; Jackson 1997; Holme 2007; Whaler and Holme 2007; Olsen and Mandea 2008) through inversion of observed SV in the Earth's magnetic field (bottom panel). The primary features seen in the core flow we calculate are: an equatorial westward drift due to electric currents driven by the ACC, and mid-latitude gyres corresponding to similar flow features in the ocean. At equatorial and northern latitudes, there is an interesting correspondence between the two independently derived flow patterns. Because the magnetic field assumed is quite simple, there is no chance that the match in these flow patterns is simply reiterating patterns in the main field; the structure seen is primarily due to the geometry of global ocean circulation.
In the region of the ACC (< 30°S) velocities have been divided by 10 for global display purposes. The flow in this region is strong and does not agree with that shown in the middle panel. The strongest oceanic Lorentz forces on the core are clearly in the region below the ACC. A potential explanation is that because the forces are much stronger in this region, the flow has accelerated much more recently and the assumption of the long-term dipole main magnetic field in calculating the Lorentz forces is inappropriate. When, instead of an axial dipole, we assume a degree-7 geomagnetic field (describing the large features of the present field) the core flow in the region of the ACC shifts from the zonal pattern seen in the dipole case, to a primary feature involving flow across the pole and into the Indian Ocean, in agreement with the flow seen in Fig. 3 bottom panel. The amplitudes of the flow calculated from the oceanic forces agrees with the amplitude of about 10 km yr -1 of flow inferred from inversions such as Fig. 3 (middle panel) , provided the time scale 1 c is taken to be 1 -10 Myr. As we have noted above, our estimates of ocean driven core flow will be an underestimate because under non-steady conditions the oceanic electric currents will be concentrated near the surface rather than spread through the core. But the indication from this initial work is that the time scale for establishing an ocean driven geostrophic flow having the advective time scales of SV is of the same order as the time scale describing reversals in the Earth's main magnetic field. Any coupling is extremely weak, but because the effect is systematic over longtime, in order to dismiss this process one would need to compare it with another process acting over the same period.
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Presently, only two roles are recognized by which the ocean participates significantly in the Earth's magnetic field. First, accurate models of the inductive magnetic response of the near-surface Earth to external (ionospheric and magnetospheric source) fields has demonstrated the importance of the realistic 3-D electrical conductivity distribution in the ocean and wet sediment layers (Everett and Schultz 1996; Everett et al. 1999; Kuvshinov 2008; Kelbert et al. 2009 ). While the importance of realistic ocean/surface conductivity for relatively high (diurnal) frequency induction modeling has long been appre ciated, recent work shows that realistic modeling of the near-surface 3-D conductivity is important for induction with periods as large as 20 days (Kuvshinov 2008; Kuvshinov and Semenov 2012; Semenov and Kuvshinov 2012) . This inductive effect of the ocean is simply due to its relatively high electrical conductivity and the relative motion (ocean flow) of this conductor is not involved. Another way to describe this is that the sources for the energy driving these inductive phenomena are not in the ocean nor drawn from the flow kinetic energy.
The second role of the ocean involves the generation of magnetic fields by ocean flow, and is of particular interest because of the potential for using these fields to remotely observe flow fluctuations. As described above, the small signal-to-noise ratios of these ocean flow signals presents a challenge that may be simultaneously addressed through improved modeling of competing signals, and by using predictive information about the expected oceanic signals as an extraction tool. Work is needed to develop these extraction tools for isolating the oceanic signals describing large-and meso-scale flow variations important to ocean/climate studies. This has immediate strong overlap with the basic science objective of developing a better theoretical understanding of how flow-generated magnetic fields are created and determining which aspects of the flow are most effectively represented in remote magnetic observations. From a practical consideration, there is a need not only to determine which aspects of the oceanic signals are most easily retrievable (e.g., tides) but also to focus effort on retrieving signals that would be the most useful in constraining ocean/climate models.
Some opportunities, such as the magnetic remote sensing of tsunami flow, are highly motivated but not of obvious feasibility. The expected signals [ranging from 1 -20 nT (Tyler 2005) ] are indeed above the detectability level of air-and space-borne magnetometers and there are examples of detection (Manoj et al. 2011; V. Klausner, pers. comm.) which have been shown to be roughly consistent with theoretical expectations (Tyler 2005) .
Other opportunities appear more immediately feasible: in the analysis in Vivier et al. (2004) , it was shown that the ACC transport variability can be inferred from noise-free satellite magnetic data (i.e., synthetically generated magnetic data containing only the oceanic signals can be promptly inverted to regain the flow). If such a magnetic proxy of this transport were available it would be clearly adopted as an important constraint in ocean/climate models as this transport is both of great importance and still inadequately constrained by observations. There is indeed important debate over how this transport has varied in the glacial/interglacial past (e.g., Mazaud et al. 2010) , more recent times (e.g., Whitworth and Peterson 1985; Garabato et al. 2009; Lachkar et al. 2009) , and most importantly its present and expected response to changes in wind (and other) forcing associated with anthropogenic influences (e.g., Böning et al. 2008) . Because the ACC is important not just as a regional phenomenon but also plays a key role in the global ocean circulation system it has received much attention. But because of its remoteness and typical under sampling in observations, an adequate descriptive and even dynamical understanding of this flow system is still forthcoming. While magnetic information about the ACC is detected and in principle available from satellite magnetometers, a sophisticated approach is required to access this information. To date, only a small fraction of the expected correlations that could be used statistically have been considered. An examination and ranking of the various observational and dynamical constraints that provide these expected correlations has not been conducted but obviously include primary dynamical assumptions arriving from both the physics and the thin-shell configuration (e.g., on large scales both the ocean flow and electric currents are confined to primarily flow "horizontally" in the relatively thin, conductive ocean shell). To give a less obvious example, consider that if nothing reliable were known about the ACC except that because of its axial alignment with regional winds, it is very efficiently wind forced [the wind work on the ACC is estimated to be about 2.1 TW (Mazlof et al. 2010) ], one might draw expected relationships between the space/time distributions in wind and magnetic data sets. This approach, which has not been done so far, by-passes reliance on the modeled ocean flow and correlates magnetic data directly with the meteorological data describing ocean flow forcing (rather than the model ocean flow data).
In this study, we also assessed several exotic electromagnetic connections of the ocean with the Earth System. These primarily described the electromagnetic coupling of ocean flow and the mantle and fluid core. In all cases, the electromagnetic Lorentz forces imposed by the ocean on the other Earth elements are extremely weak. But because these forces are systematic over very long timescales, it is not immediately clear that these forces can be dismissed in all applications. Here, a closer consideration is given with quantitative estimates provided. The justification for neglecting these systematic forces cannot simply be the small amplitudes, but rather it must be shown that the amplitudes are small when compared to much stronger unresolved processes acting on the same space and time scales. As an example, it seems justified to assume that the weak axial torques on the mantle by the ocean through electromagnetic coupling may be ignored because these effects would be lost in the vagaries of oceanic mechanical torques and tidal despinning acting on similar time scales. Ignoring the forces on the fluids in the ocean and core is not as immediate. While it is certainly clear that these forces are weak when compared to the primary forces active in these fluids, it is also well known that geophysical fluids often adopt configurations where the primary forces are balanced in canceling arrangements and therefore do no work. By analogy, one could regard the wind stress on the ocean as very weak when compared to the forces associated with gravity, pressure, and rotation. For much analysis of the dynamics, one may indeed ignore the wind stress. But it is also known that the wind is in fact a primary driver of the ocean circulation, and this is revealed only once the dynamical calculations are extended beyond the dominant balance of forces. The examples above that considered Lorentz forces on the ocean and core used such an extension by positing the systematic effects of the oceanic electromagnetic forces in terms of Ekman pumping. The Ekman pumping describes the very small vertical velocity in the fluid due to the horizontal convergence of the flow generated by the forcing agent. Although the Ekman pumping is weak, it may systematically alter the dominant flows involved in the primary balance (e.g., geostrophic) through slow alteration of the geopotential surfaces. The electromagnetic Ekman pumping in the ocean and core fluids indeed seem weak even recognizing the higher level of balances that must be considered. But it is also because this higher level of balances is not yet fully understood that these exotic participants should remain within consideration.
